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Why is spelling important?


English has the most complex alphabetic language in the world due to our
inheritance of other languages such as: Latin, French, Greek and German.



German, Italian, Spanish, Finnish, Polish, Greek and Welsh children learn to
read and spell quickly because their speech sounds are written down, more or
less, the same way in every word - simple alphabetic code.



English has many more ways of writing one sound.



RWI Spelling is based on the sound-based writing system and builds on phonic
knowledge.



Process is cumulative and explicit teaching is continually practised and
reinforced until committed into the children’s long term memory.

Spelling test…
Accommodate
Parliament
Nuisance
Pronunciation
Foreign
Privilege

Why is spelling important?
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What is Read Write Inc. Spelling?


Fast paced, systematic spelling programme for Years 2 – 6 (children access
the scheme when they have completed grey books or are a level 2a reader).



Tried and proven to be effective in schools across UK.



Allows children to spell with confidence and learn the way in which words are
put together.

Resources…



Log and Learn book (2a and 2b, 3 and 4, 5 and 6): Record own words to revise
and ongoing assessment



Practice books: Contain partner, group and independent activities

Structure of the programme…


14 units and special focus units



Spelling patterns



Orange and red words:



Orange words = words from 3 and 4 spelling list and 5 and 6 spelling list



Red words = common exception words (e.g. was, because)



Practise tests



Consolidation sessions



Dictionary and thesaurus challenges



Dictation

All of these things are outlined as required by the New National Curriculum 2014

Structure of a unit…
Session

Activities

1

Speed spell
Spelling zone
Dots and dashes

2

Rapid recap (online only)
Word changers

3

Words to log and learn
Dictation

4

Four-in-a-row
Choose the right word

5

Team teach
Jumping red/orange words

Session 1: Speed spell
Purpose: For children to consolidate their spelling of words from previous units.
Here the teacher will have chosen the 6 most challenging words from the previous unit for the children
to remember in the ‘speed spell’.
They are then discussed with their learning partner and marked, with any corrections being wrote in
the ‘Log & Learn’ book.

Session 1: Speed spell

Session 1: Spelling zone
Purpose: To introduce children to the focus of the unit.
Here the children watch a video which introduces the spelling rule. These are
introduced by the ‘Humaliens’.
Gamma: He loves sport so his explanations are often related to his recent Zoneball
matches or sporting adventures.
Zeta: She is interested in singing and music, so she will often shares rhymes or jingles
in her videos.

Mu: He is an adventurer, historian, time traveller, code-breaker and archaeologist. If
a spelling focus is related to the history and etymology of a word, he might travel back
in time to find out more about it.
Once the children have watched the video, they complete spelling zone activities in
their Practice Books. Quite often there is a rhyme to help the children learn the rule
by heart.

Session 1: Spelling zone

Session 1: Dots and dashes
Purpose: To help the children match speed sounds to graphemes.
This builds on the knowledge that the children completed in the RWI Phonics programme. The children
apply their knowledge of sound-grapheme correspondence by dotting and dashing the graphemes and
counting the total number of sounds.
They are also given ‘Weird Word Warnings’ about any exceptions to the rule and give them tips on
tackling this.

Session 1: Dots and dashes
Year 2A – Unit 8
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Session 1: Dots and dashes
Year 2A – Unit 8

Session 2: Rapid recap
Purpose: to check that the children have retained the information they learnt recently.
Here the children revisit the ‘Spelling Zone’ and are greeted by the character that introduced the rule
yesterday. They have a recap of what their key spelling rule is with its rhyme or phrase.

Session 2: Word changers
Year 2A – Unit 8

Purpose: To help children to understand how a root word is affected by a suffix and/or prefix.
Children are reminded of what a root word is. The children are shown how a prefix/suffix can be
attached to the root, which changes the word meaning, even changing the word class in some cases.
The teachers also let the children know of any tips or ‘Weird Word Warnings’ for exceptions to the
rule.

For example:
Root = dot

suffix = ing

dotting

Root - happy

prefix = un

unhappy

Session 2: Word changers
Year 2A – Unit 8
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Session 2: Word changers
Year 2A – Unit 8

Session 3: Words to log and learn
Purpose: For children to identify and record the words they need to practise.
The children pick 6 words from the dots and dashes and word changers that they have found
tricky. They circle the tricky part of the word that they find hard to remember and discuss it
with their partner. In partners they discuss tips for learning the word.
These words can also be any red or orange words they are misspelling.


These are the words they practise at home.

They will be written in the log and learn book
These will be the words the children practise to
spell in the speed spell.

Session 3: Dictation
Purpose: To help children practise the spellings in the context of a sentence.
For the dictation session, the children work in partners – Partner 1 reads the
sentence and watches as Partner 2 writes it in their practise book. Partner 1
then ticks each word in the sentence if Partner 2 has got it right. If there is an
error, they amend the word.
The partners swap roles after each sentence. There are two sentences for each
partner.

Session 4: Four-in-a-row
Purpose: To help children recall the spellings of words practised.
Four-in-a-row is a game-style activity where pupils choose a word from dots and dashes and word
changers that they think will be a challenge for their partner.

The partner writes the word without help from their partner.
If they have got it right, they can tick one circle in the Practice Book. If it is wrong the partner
amends it.
The partners swap roles after each word. The challenge is to see if the children can spell four words
in a row correctly.

Session 5: Team teach
Purpose: For children to work as a group to review and revise words from the current unit and
words from their Spelling Log Books.
The partners join to make teams of 4-6. The children have 10 word cards with words that
they have found challenging that week/unit. The children work together to order the words in
difficulty by identifying the challenging part of each particular word. Each team selects a
team leader to stack the words with the easiest on top. The team leader then calls out the
words for the others to spell and checks that they have spelt it correctly.

Session 5: Jumping red/orange words
Purpose: To help children recall the spellings of Red and Orange words.
The teacher have a cards of the red and orange words , as well as words that the children are
commonly misspelling. The teacher will then read out 6 words from the box and ask children to write
them in their Practice Book. The words can only ‘jump out’ of the box when everyone is confidently
spelling them: they must go back into the box if they are spelt incorrectly.
Children can note down any red or orange words they want to practise and ones they already know.
Red words are common exception words from Year 1 and 2 National Curriculum Spelling list.
Orange words are the words from the Years 3 and 4, Years 5 and 6 National Curriculum Spelling lists.
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Spelling assessment
The traditional Friday spelling test will not occur. This will now take place on through the
Monday ‘Speed Spell’ sessions.
There will be termly assessments that the children will complete along with other Grammar and
Punctuation tests.

How to support your child with Spelling at
home…
•
•
•
•

Spelling strategies
Glossary of terminology
Example of activities
Red and orange words

Any questions?

